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Algorithms for on-board attitude determination and control of the Solar, Anomalous, and
Magnetospheric Particle Explorer (SAMPEX) have been expanded to include a constant

gain Kalman tilter for the spacecraft angular momentum, pulse width modulation for the
reaction wheel command, an algorithm to avoid pointing the Heavy Ion Large Telescope
(HILT) instrument boresight along the spacecraft velocity vector, and the addition of digital
sun sensor (DSS) failure detection logic. These improved algorithms were tested in a
closed-loop environment for three orbit geometries, one with the sun perpendicular to the
orbit plane, and two with the sun near the orbit plane - at Autumnal Equinox and at Winter
Solstice. The closed-loop simulator was enhanced and used as a truth model for the control

systems' performance evaluation and sensor/actuator contingency analysis. The simulations
were performed on a VAX 8830 using a prototype version of the on-board software.

Introduction

SAMPEX, the first in the Small Explorer (SMEX) series, will be launched by a Scout

launch vehicle from the Western Test Range in June 1992. The mission is designed to
obtain scientific data on several different natural phenomena. A statistically large sample of
anomalous cosmic ray oxygen nuclei will be obtained to estimate their ionization state. The
intensity, latitude, and local time dependence of the precipitating magnetospheric particle
fluxes, particularly relativistic electrons, will be continuously recorded. In addition, the
SAMPEX mission hopes to detect solar flare events from a low altitude, near-polar orbit
during the declining phase of solar activity. The scientific instruments on board are the Low
Energy Ion Composition Analyzer (LEICA), the Heavy Ion Large Telescope (HILT), the
Mass Spectrometer Telescope (MAST), and the Proton/Electron Telescope (PET).

The spacecraft mechanical configuration is shown in Fig. 1. The SAMPEX spacecraft has a
body-fixed pair of solar arrays pointed in the "+y" direction and an experiment complement
looking along the "+z" axis. The yaw axis is oriented along the instrument boresights, the
pitch axis perpendicular to the solar panels, and the roll axis completes the orthonormal
triad. The locations of some of the Attitude Control System (ACS) hardware and science
instruments are shown in Fig. 2. The ACS hardware consists of one momentum wheel,
three torquer bars, one two-axis fine sun sensor, five coarse sun sensors, and one three-
axis magnetometer. The nominal attitude control system function is to point the solar arrays
continuously within 5 degrees of the sun and to rotate the spacecraft around the sun line at a
rate of 1 revolution per orbit, keeping the experiment axis pointed generally away from the

earth. For a complete discussion of the ACS control laws, see Forden, et. al. (Ref. 1). The
ACS control laws can be briefly summarized as follows:
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Initial Acquisition

The spacecraft is inserted into orbit by a spin-stabilized solid rocket motor. Following
separation tYom the launch vehicle and a yo-yo despin, sun pointing must be achieved from
an essentially unknown attitude and rate initial state. A small momentum wheel along the
intended sun-pointing axis (+y) is spun up to a constant speed, and a conventional three-
axis "B-dot" analog controller is used to damp residual body rates. This controller uses a

three-axis magnetometer as a sensor and three magnetic torquer bars as actuators.

The despun spacecraft then has a momentum bias along the y-axis (due to the momentum

wheel) and the sun sensors are used to determine a sun-pointing error. There are coarse sun
sensors which essentially measure the direction cosines of the sun vector in body
coordinates tbr all attitudes and a single two-axis digital sun sensor whose boresight is
aligned with the +y axis. The digital sun sensor output is used for control whenever it
indicates "sun presence".

Using sun sensor and magnetometer data, precession control logic drives the y-axis torquer
bar in a bang-bang fashion to generate torques which precess the momentum vector toward
the sun. During this maneuver, the "B-dot" controller acts as a nutation damper.

Normal Control

No additional equipment is employed for so-called "normal" control. Because of the

modest pointing accuracy required, the spacecraft is controlled using on-board attitude
determination based on the "Algebraic Method" (Ref. 2), probably for the first time ever.
This method is based on the fact that if two vectors are known in both body coordinates

and in inertial space, the attitude (as represented by an inertial-to-body transformation
matrix A) can be unambiguously determined by simple matrix manipulations.

When the spacecraft is in sunlight, the two vectors here are the sun vector and the magnetic
field vector. The sensors mentioned determine the components of these vectors in body
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coordinates,but theirinertialcounterpartsmustbecomputedon-boardbasedonuplinked
ephemerisintbrmationandasphericalharmonicmagneticfield model.Whenthespacecraft
is in theshadowof theearth,thesystemangularmomentumvector,which is assumedto
beinertially fixed dueto thepitchaxismomentumbias,is usedalongwith themagnetic
field vectorfor attitudedetermination.

OnceA is determined, its derivative is approximated and classical matrix manipulations
produce estimated three-axis body rates. Those rates, and the momentum wheel speed are
then used to calculate an angular momentum vector. We would like this momentum vector

(H) to have some amplitude, say H o , and be aligned with the sun, i.e. H = HoS. For

no nutation we would also like to have it aligned with the +y axis, H = Hoj. We define a

momentum error AH by

All = (n - HoS) + (n -Hoj) = 2H - Ho(S + j)

and use the familiar H x B magnetic unloading law to drive the torquer bars for control,

i.e. the commanded dipole moment M is given by

M=kAH ×B,

where k is a gain factor.

The momentum wheel, in addition to providing a momentum bias, is used in a "pitch
control loop" to achieve the desired 1 rpo spin rate and "away from the earth" experiment
pointing. The yaw axis (the boresights of the instruments) points as close to north as
possible at the northernmost point of the orbit, as close to south as possible at the

southernmost point of the orbit, and close to the equator at the equatorial crossings. The
north pole vector NP and orbit normal vector N in GCI coordinates are given as:

NP=[001] T and N=RxV/IR×VI,

where R, V are the inertial position vector and inertial velocity vector of the spacecraft,

respectively, estimated from the uplinked ephemeris data. The orbit angle as measured from
the northernmost point in the orbit is computed from the two vectors:

AN =NPx N/INPxNI,

the unit vector in the direction of the ascending node, and

NMP = N × AN,

the unit vector in the direction of the northernmost point of the orbit. The sine and cosine of

the orbit angle can now be computed,

sin ct =- R,AN/IR[, cos a = R.NMP/[R[.

The target vector U must lie in the plane perpendicular to the sun. The following two
vectors provide an orthonormal basis for the target vector U:

W = NMP x s/I NMP × S I, S x W.

W is a unit vector perpendicular to the sun that lies close to the equatorial plane. Thus when
the spacecraft is near the equator, we would like U to point along W. This corresponds to
orbit angles of a = rt / 2 and o_ = 3 n / 2. The unit vector S × W is also perpendicular to

the sun and points as close to the northernmost point as possible, given the sun constraint.
Thus when the spacecraft is near the poles, we would like U to point along S × W. This
corresponds to orbit angles of ct = 0, _. Since it is desired to rotate the yaw axis about the
positive sun line, the orientation of the orbit normal relative to the sun line must be taken
into consideration. A candidate for the target vector U is

Uorr = COsa(S X W) + TargetSign sinaW,
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whereTargetSignis setequalto thenegativeof SIGN(S.N)wheneverthespacecraft
comeswithin 0.5degreesof thenorthernmostor southernmostpointof theorbit. This
avoidsa 180degreepitch flip if thesunpassesthroughtheorbit planewhenthespacecraft
is neartheequator.

For thecasewherethesunis perpendicularto theorbit plane,theorbitraterotationmode
reducesto azenithpointingmode.Fig. 3 showsthat

S=N, W =NMPxS, NMP=SxW,
andtheorientationof theyawaxisalongtheorbitalpathis zenithpointing.

"(TargetSign W

NMP = S x W

• th W
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Fig. 3a ORR Mode Geometry When Sun
Is Perpendicular To Orbit Plane

l Uorr (target pointing vector)

N

Fig. 3b ORR Mode Target Pointing Vector Along The
Orbital Path With Sun Perpendicular To Orbit Plane

For the case where the sun is parallel to the orbit plane, the orbit rate rotation mode

becomes a zenith pointing mode over the poles and points in the R x NMP direction at the
equator. Fig. 4a shows that W = NMP x S, and so the orientation of the yaw axis can be
determined throughout the orbital path and is shown in Fig. 4b.
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System Angular Momentum Filter

The attitude matrix A(t) is computed at At = 0.5 second intervals, and the least significant

bit of the DSS output is 0.5 degrees. Therefore, if the angular velocity is computed by
simply back-differencing the attitude matrix, as described above, the roll and yaw rates in
sunlit portions of the orbit (the components depending on the DSS data) will be computed
as either zero or one degree per second. These exceedingly noisy inputs to the control

algorithm produced poor pointing performance in simulations, so it was decided to filter the
rate estimates. Let the "derived" system angular momentum in the spacecraft body frame be

given by

Hderive d = 103 + HwheelJ,

where I is the spacecraft moment-of-inertia tensor, 03 is the (noisy) angular velocity vector

derived from the attitude matrix, Hwhee 1is the wheel angular momentum (computed from

its moment of inertia and tachometer data), and j is the wheel axis (pitch) unit vector. We
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canalsopredictthesystemangularmomentumattime t based on its dynamics by

Hpredicted(t) = A(t)AT(t - At)H(t - At) + (M x B)At,

where M x B is the magnetic control torque in body coordinates. Other external torques are

ignored, a reasonable approximation. The reaction wheel torque does not affect the total
system angular momentum, of course; it merely shifts the momentum between the
spacecraft body and the wheel. The filtered angular momentum is computed as the linear
combination

[] = (1 - K)Hpredicte d + KHderived,

where K is a gain constant. This is referred to as a "constant-gain Kalman filter," although
it is too simple to justify this name. The default value of K is 0.01, which corresponds to a
time constant of 100 control cycles, or 50 seconds. Simulations show that this gives much
smoother performance without introducing excessive lag into the control.

Velocity Avoidance Algorithm

Within 2000 kilometers of the earth's surface, there are 3,000,000 kilograms of orbital
debris (Ref. 3), consisting of fragments from explosions, solid rocket effluent, paint
flecks, waste, refuse, etc. There are 6,645 orbiting objects currently being tracked which
comprise 99.9% of the total mass of all orbiting objects. However, untrackable orbiting
pieces (diameter less than 10 cm) number in the millions and are potentially catastrophic or
at the least mission degrading (Ref 4). These pieces are almost all in high inclination
circular orbits with velocities on the order of 10 km/sec. The EnviroNET (Ref. 5) orbital

debris model was used to calculate fluxes for the SAMPEX mission. The assumptions and
equations used in computing the fluxes can be found in Kessler, et. al. (Ref. 3).

The HILT proportional counter has a triple entrance foil system with 80_tm combined

thickness. However, it has the effectiveness of a 3801.tm single foil for a particle velocity
and density of 15 km/sec and 1 gm/cm 3, respectively. Using these results and triple foil
penetration limit equations, the smallest particle of concern for the HILT sensor has been
determined by Klecker (Ref. 6) to be 0.01 cm.

Meteoroids are part of the interplanetary environment and have average velocities of 20
km/sec with respect to the earth's orbital space. There are 200 kg of meteoroid mass within
2000 km of the earth's surface and most of the mass is concentrated in particles of diameter
0.01 cm (Ref. 3). This coincides with the smallest particle of concern for the HILT sensor.
The EnviroNET meteoroid model was used to calculate fluxes for the SAMPEX mission,

using assumptions and equations found in Grun, et. al. (Ref. 7); and it was found that
orbital debris is significantly more hazardous than micrometeoroids for the SAMPEX
mission (Ref. 8). The maximum flux was found to be in the direction of the velocity vector

and to be reduced by a factor of 3 for an 80 degree ram angle.

The velocity avoidance algorithm to protect the HILT sensor from hazardous debris is
discussed in Reference 8. The velocity avoidance feature, if desired, can be turned on and
off by a ground command. Let

V - unit velocity vector (body coordinates)
U - target vector
(Pmin - minimum ram angle (currently 90 degrees)

If V.U <_COSq)min, then the velocity avoidance algorithm is unnecessary. The spacecraft

target vector is determine by the orbit rate rotation mode. However, if V.U > cos(Pmin,

then the algorithm is implemented.
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The algorithmis definedin theFlatleycoordinatesystem.Let thesununit vectorSbethe 1
axis,thenormalsciencemodetargetvectorU bethe3 axis(whichby constructionis
alreadyperpendicularto thesunvector),andU × Sbe the2 axis,asdefinedin Fig. 5.

S (1 axis)

V
_p

U (3 axis)
0

U x S Uram
(2 axis)

Fig. 5 Flatley Coordinate System

The unit velocity vector V and the target vector with velocity avoidance Uram call be
expressed in the Flatley coordinate system as

VF .- [ VF 1 VF 2 VF 3 ]T, Uram = [ 0 sin0 cos0 ]W.

The desired constraint, Uram'V F - COSq)min, is used to determine Ura m. This implies

VF3COS0 = cOS_mi n - VF2sin0.

Squaring both sides and using a trigonometric identity results in a quadratic equation for
sin0 with the solution

sin0 = WF2COS(Pmin 4-[VF3_V22 +V23-cOS2(pmin

<v 2+v 3)

If VF2 > 0, then sin0 < 0 and the negative sign is chosen for the radical. If VF2 < 0, then

sin0 > 0 and the positive sign is chosen for the radical. Thus Ura m is given by

Ura m = sin0(U x S) + cos0 U.

The testing of the velocity avoidance algorithm is descibed in detail in Reference 8, and can
be summarized as follows. For the best case orbit geometry (sun in the orbit plane), there is
a small sun pointing error (< 0.3 °) for all minimum ram angles. Only for the 100 °
minimum ram angle does the zenith offset, the angle between zenith and the spacecraft yaw
axis, become significant, reaching approximately 10 degrees. The velocity avoidance

scheme keeps the yaw axis pointed at least the desired minimum ram angle away from the
velocity vector, and science pointing performance is not affected by including the velocity
avoidance algorithm.The worst case orbit geometry (sun in the orbit plane) dramatically
illustrates the effect of increasing the minimum ram angle. The sun pointing error increases
from 1° to 2 °. The zenith offset and the ram angle show that the spacecraft flips when the
minimum ram angle reaches 100 °. Also, science pointing performance begins to decrease
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significantlyfor increasingminimumramangles.Intermediatecaseswerealsoconsidered
in Reference8.

Table 1showsthepercentof theorbit thatthespacecraftispointingwithin 15degreesof
zenith.Thesenumberswerecalculatedfor theperiodsof theorbitwherethespacecraftwas
within 60 degreesof eitherpole.This tabledemonstrateshow well thesciencepointing
requirementis satisfiedwhilemaintainingthefivedegreesunpointingrequirement.

Theprobabilityof survivalIor theHILT sensorwascomputedfor theorbit raterotation
modewith andwithoutthevelocityavoidancescheme(Ref.8), with theresultsshownin
Table2.

Table2 - HILT SURVIVAL ESTIMATES

Mode Mean Flux (¢oll/m2_.V£). 7: (vrs/colll Ps(%)

ORR 3.11485 21.690 87. t

ORR w/80 ° ram 2.92332 23.111 87.8
ORR w/90" ram 2.68487 25.164 88.8
ORR w/100 ° ram 1.90232 35.515 91.9

Sun Sensor Failure Detection Logic

The Small Explorer spacecraft, including SAMPEX, are designed as single-string systems
with very little ACS sensor and actuator redundancy. The only sensor redundancy on
SAMPEX is that the sun vector can be obtained from either the digital sun sensor (DSS) or
the coarse sun sensor (CSS) eyes. Since the sun-pointing constraint is critical for powering
the spacecraft, it is desirable to substitute CSS data tbr DSS data in the unlikely event of
failure of the latter sensor.

The logic to decide which sun sensor to trust makes use of the fact that the dot product of
two vectors is frame-independent, specifically the dot product of the sensed sun vector and
magnetic field B in the body and the dot product of the modeled sun vector and magnetic
field in inertial space. Thus the ACS performs three tests on each control cycle when the
spacecraft is in sunlight:

DSS and CSS disagree if cos'I(Scss,SDss ) > CSS tolerance,

CSS and models disagree if [cos-I(Scss,B) - cos-l(Smodel,Bmoclel) [ > CSS tolerance,

DSS and models disagree if [cos-l(SDss°B) -cos-l(Smodel,Bmodel) [ > DSS tolerance.
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TheDSStoleranceis conservativelysetto 5°, to allow for acombinationof sensorand
modelingerrors.TheCSStoleranceis muchlarger,30°,to allow for earthalbedo
corruptionof theCSSsunvector.

If theDSSagreeswith eitherthemodelsor theCSS,theACSusesthesunvector
computedfrom DSSdata.If theDSSdisagreeswith boththeCSSand the models, but the

CSS and models agree, the ACS sets a flag indicating that the DSS data are bad and uses
the sun vector computed from CSS data. In all other cases of disagreement, it is not
possible to determine whether the DSS, the CSS, the magnetometer, or the models
(including the onboard ephemeris) are in error, so the data source for computing the sun
vector is left unchanged.

If SAMPEX enters safehold, the analog safehold control will use DSS data if available.
Thus it is desirable to turn off the DSS by ground command if telemetry shows that the
DSS data are consistently bad.

Contingency Analyses

Through the use of the closed-loop simulator, tests were run to ascertain the performance
and stability of spacecraft control in the presence of sensor or actuator failures. The
simulations were run for a 9 p.m. orbit in which the aerodynamic torques on the spacecraft
are greatest. Some of the tests are summarized below.

DSS Failure_

The two-axis DSS that will be used on SAMPEX consists of two measurement

components mounted at right angles that yield a 128 x 128 degree Field of View (FOV).
The two measurement components generate two eight bit Gray-coded outputs which are
digital representations of the angle between the sunline and the normal to the sensor when

the sun is in the FOV of the command component (Ref. 9). The purpose of the command
component is to indicate when there is sun presence. These outputs are then converted to
two eight bit binary outputs which are translations of the Gray-coded outputs and have
values (counts) ranging from 0 to 255. Simulations were run to evaluate spacecraft
controllability for failures in both the Most Significant Bit (MSB) and the second bit of the
Gray-coded output.

The MSB, or sign bit, determines which side of the sensor the sun is on, and can fail to
either 0 or 1. Since both of these failures result in similar behavior, a true reading on one

side of the boresight and a false reading (error signal with the opposite sign) on the other
side of the boresight, only one of these failures was modeled. This is illustrated in Fig. 6.

The plot of the Sun Pointing Error (Fig. 7) shows an average error of approximately 15
degrees in ORR mode for a failure in the sign bit. The failure was initiated 3,000 seconds
into the run so that it could be modeled in steady-state. The plot of the Bad FSS Flag (Fig.
8) shows continual shifting between the CSS and DSS. As long as the truth models agree
with the DSS and the CSS to within 30 degrees, the Bad FSS Flag is not toggled and the
spacecraft may be controlled entirely by the failed DSS. This is a result of the way the
DSS/CSS switching logic is implemented and can result in the spikes shown in the Sun
Pointing Error.
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Fig. 7 Sun Pointing Error (Failure of DSS MSB)
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Fig. 8 Bad FSS Flag (Failure of DSS MSB)

The failure of the second bit to either a 0 or 1 results in very different behaviors, as
illustrated in Fig. 9. Both of these failures were modeled and are discussed below.

A failure of the 2nd bit to 0 results in a "bang-bang" control since the effective Least
Significant Bit (LSB) of the DSS becomes 64 degrees near null rather than 0.5 degrees,
causing the pitch axis to move away from the sun. The simulation shows that this failure of

the DSS is easily detected and the spacecraft is controlled entirely by the CSS. The plot of
the Sun Pointing Error (Fig. 10) for a 2nd bit failure to 0 shows that the average error is
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approximately6 degreesin ORRmode,whichreflectsthe+/- 6 degreeblind spotof the
CSSon the positivepitchaxis.

A failureof the2ndbit to 1resultsin averybenignfailureaslongasthespacecraftremains
within 32degreesof thesun,sincethesecondbit of theGraycodeshouldbe 1in thiscase.
However,if thespacecraftis pointingbetween32degreesand64degreesof thesunthere
will beanerror in theDSS.Thiscomputedpointingerrorwill besmallerthanthetruesun
errorbut will beof thecorrectsign.Theplotof the SunPointingError (Fig. 11)shows
that thespacecraftpitchaxisremainswithin 32degreesof thesunin ORR,andafailure in
the2ndbit is neverdetected.Thus,theDSScontinuesto controlthespacecraftmaintaining
asunpointing errorof lessthan5 degrees.

Sun AngJe (degree=)

G_y C,o_ Znd
Bit Faiiecl to 0

.64 ° Jg/ ,_¢.'-el.---True (1:1)

X'_" GrayCo_2nd

"32_" I _fBit Failea to 1

/

255 Correct Binary

(counts)
, .320

t I

o°,to °''°

Bit Fmlea to 1__

.if,
Gray Code 2rid
Bit F=,iea to 0

. ÷640

Fig. 9 Sun Angle (DSS Failure of 2nd Bit)
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Fig. 10 Sun Pointing Error (Failure of 2nd Bit to 0)
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Fig. 11 Sun Pointing Error (Failure of 2nd Bit to 1)

Wheel Failures

Simulations were also run to evaluate the controllability of the spacecraft for a failure in the
momentum wheel. The failure was simulated by setting the commanded wheel torque to
zero and allowing friction to slow the wheel speed to zero.

The average sun pointing error for a failure in the momentum wheel is approximately 4
degrees in ORR mode. As the wheel speed decreases the momentum of the wheel is
distributed to the spacecraft which generates a spin about the pitch axis. Thus, the system
momentum vector along the pitch axis is conserved and the magnetic torquers continue to
precess this momentum vector towards the sun line. As long as the sun pointing error does

not exceed 20 degrees the spacecraft will not enter Safehold.

After initial acquisition, the x and z B-dot controls will be tumed off. In this way, if

Safehold is entered due to a momentum wheel failure, the spin of the spacecraft will not be
damped out, thus conserving the momentum vector needed for sun pointing. It should be
noted that the y B-dot control must always be active while in Safehold. The precession
control is inherently unstable if it is used by itself, ff the sun line is inside the nutation

cone, the torques produced by the magnetic torquers will increase any nutation that is
present. Therefore, the y B-dot is needed to dampen this nutation.

MagneDm¢ler Failures

The SAMPEX three-axis magnetometer contains an x-axis redundant coil which is available

to ORR mode but not to Safehold. If the spacecraft were to enter Safehold with a failure in
the primary x-axis coil and sun pointing were not satisfactory, then autonomous switching
between the x-axis coils in ORR would be required. Simulations showed an average sun

pointing error of 6 degrees in Safehold and the spacecraft remains power safe. Thus,
autonomous switching is unnecessary.

Conclusions

The SAMPEX attiude control system has been shown by simulations to meet the SAMPEX
mission requirements for sun-pointing and instrument pointing. The velocity avoidance
algorithm with a minimum ram angle of 90 degrees added to the orbit rate rotation mode

provides the HILT sensor with an 89 percent chance of survival over a three year period
without seriously degrading science pointing performance. Larger ram angles cause the
spacecraft to flip and seriously decrease science pointing performance. During safehold
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modeor whentheHILT isswitchedoff for anextendedperiodof time, a retractable cover
will be closed to protect the HILT sensor.

Several contingeny cases were analyzed by simulation, to verify that the attitude control
algorithms are robust in the presence of sensor or actuator failures. Autonomous logic was
added to switch from digital to coarse sun sensor data in the presence of digital sun sensor
failures. Simulations of failure of the most significant bit and second significant bit of the
digital sun sensor output showed that the failures were either benign or were successfully

detected. Adequate sun-pointing performance was maintained for all sun sensor failures
studied. Simulations of a momentum wheel failure indicate that the default x and z B-dot

switches in Safehold mode be set to open after the initial acquisition phase of the mission

Then, if the spacecraft enters Safehold due to a failure in the momentum wheel, the spin of
the spacecraft about the pitch axis will not be damped out, and the angular momentum bias
produced by the spinning spacecraft will enable SAMPEX to remain sun-pointing. The x
and z B-dot switches should be closed during initial acquisition to accomplish acquisition
as quickly as possible. Simulations of a failure in the primary x-axis magnetometer show
that the sun pointing error remains less than approximately 6 degrees. Thus the spacecraft

is in a power safe attitude, and autonomous swithing to the redundant x-axis magnetometer
is not required.

The SAMPEX attitude control system algorithms provide robust spacecraft control, and are
expected to contribute to a succesful mission.
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